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About This Game

Basement is a drug-dealing strategy game where you play a scientist who is forced to do illegal stuff in your basement. Actually
it’s all about management. You build your own enterprise producing several types of drugs, find the right place to sell them,

invite scientists and security, avoid federal agents and build the most effective company.

You start in your own basement. Since the police has no interest in a small dealer, you have the chance to grow. Once your
expansion becomes noticeable you’ll be allowed to sell at higher rates, get better workers, upgrade your production and access

new technologies. But be careful! This growth will attract the cops. With rapid growth, your enterprise will become fragile. If it
survives all the troubles it faces, you will become invincible. Otherwise, you will lose money, workers and respect. While your

influence in the city shortens, you risk being imprisoned in the end.
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Don't buy this game in 2019. I remember seeing this game in 2015 and revisited it now because I thought it would have a few
years of development since then. It is very clear that this game will be in early access forever and it still has glaring issues. The
main levels drag on the dumbest tutorial that assumes every player is ten years old for way too long.. Great ! Now i'm a drug
dealer, and paranoid.. the game is good very good but there is only 4 stalls\/labs it would be great to add more drugs and make it
so you could make your own not breeds new drugs yes keep breeds but make it so you could make new drugs and make it so you
can buy low sell high and the gameplay is great barely any lag you do need to do micro your stuff and i wish that you can make
alliances with gangs and make puppet gangs,modify your gang outfits,buy buildings,go to the black market (do things like buy
guns or sell drugs or use bitcoin),have wether that can affect product and selling or buyers are less likely to buy your drugs in the
rain or snow and have bulkhead doors and seald storage,and if you snitch to cops you will not be bothered and have spys to buy
from then and have proof or you can help the gang and kill the cops to get payed and you can tell the cops and do nothing to get
the cops to not bother you and i love the game its great this is my review.. TLDR: The art and music is great. The actual game is
basically unplayable.

Let me explain:

This game basically has two parts: combat and base building. Combat is just people walking into each other which is boring so
basically it only has base building. In order to build your base and expand your facilities, you need to hire workers.

Each worker starts with a certain daily salary that is subtracted from your total stockpile of cash at the end of the day. The
problem is that every worker you hire raises the salary for themselves and all other workers for \u2026 some reason. This makes
it become exponentially more expensive to hire workers even though they can only add a set amount of value. It quickly gets to
the point where each worker takes significantly more of your money then they make. Because of this, theres a very early point
where its not worth it to expand your workforce and therefor your business. Its literally unprofitable to expand your drug
empire\u2026

The game would be 10x better without this stupid mechanic that I believe was an accident, but while it still exists, the game
isn\u2019t worth playing.

. 4 years I've had this on my wishlist. Finally went for it. 1st play through, locks when I open the vehicle menu.

2nd play through, locks when I open the vehicle menu.

3rd play through, locks when I open the vehicle menu.

4th play through didn't happen, gimme my money back.

4 years. Not acceptable.. It's decently fun, but buggy and in need of more updates. I'd be happy to recommend it once it's
improved.
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